The Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) helps businesses innovate and grow on an international scale. It is the world’s largest support network for SMEs with international ambitions.

In this Newsletter you will find Technology Offers and Requests, H2020 Partner Search and other R&D Cooperation opportunities published on the EEN Partnership Opportunities Database (POD). You can register on the EEN website and get instant email alerts on offers according to you preferences. If you wish to publish your own offer/request on the POD please contact us.
URGENT Erasmus+ : companies sought to host post-graduate researchers for semestrial training

A university and a research centre in Greece are looking for companies to host researchers of a post-graduate programme on bio-entrepreneurship for training under a funded ERASMUS+ project. The companies should have expertise in research in the fields of life sciences, biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics diagnostics or food. Students should be hosted by the research & development or marketing/business planning departments. Trainee costs will be covered by the project. >>> more

COVID-19: Spanish biotech is looking for partners to develop novel immunotherapies against COVID19 based on Chimeric Virus Like Particles in Eureka programs, H2020 and similar

A Spanish SME is looking for a partners who could support the screening and selection of COVID19 antigens to develop prototypes against COVID19. The company has a proven platform technology of chimeric virus like particles that would display selected antigens to elicit strong immune responses in humans. The project has 3 main phases: design of prototypes, screening & production and immunogenic. Companies, research institution or universities experienced in research health are sought (Eureka) >>> more
**TECHNOLOGY OFFERS**

**UK company offers technology that simplifies the management of enterprise networks through automation and performance insights**

UK SME offering network automation products that exploit the operational and cost efficiency of network infrastructure through technology-enabled dynamic changes. The company is looking for commercial agreements with technical assistance with partners ranging from large venues and/or sports arenas with complex infrastructure to industrial entities wishing to have state-of-the-art network control.

>>> more

**Singapore institute seeks partners to license and commercialise a steel plate laser blasting device that is compact, cost-effective and environmentally friendly**

Traditional industrial cleaning methods are often tedious, time consuming and possibly dangerous. A Singapore academic and research institute has developed a laser cleaning technology that removes coating, rust and surface contamination, through an environmentally-friendly process that has low dust emission, low noise, and low waste volume. It seeks to partner SMEs or MNEs via licensing or commercial agreements with technical assistance.

>>> more

**Moldovan inventor is looking for manufacturing of reinforced wooden (oak) barrels with patented stainless steel equipment**

The inventor from Moldova proposes an innovative, fully controlled and accelerated technique for making and aging wine, beer, cider and aging spirits. The Patented Equipment with reinforced wooden barrels will help winemakers and WINE Industry globally to make wine without Additive and/or No added Preservative. It also gives control over oxidation, evaporation during beverage making and aging as well as during laboratory and tasting sampling.

>>> more
A Dutch construction company seeks new construction processes or technological knowledge about minimizing their construction waste

A Dutch building company is strategically looking for new technologies and/or construction processes to minimize their construction and demolition waste, the impact of which is huge and no longer accepted by their customers and government. The company is willing to offer a technical cooperation agreement or other types of agreements, via a challenge on an open innovation platform, to companies working in software development, building and design, ICT, creative thinking, transport and more.  

Seeking private or academic proposals for sustainability open innovation challenge

Singapore industry leading companies are interested in finding provider partners with relevant technologies to co-innovate in solutions for key sustainability areas such as waste reduction, green transport, green packaging, renewable energy and resource efficiency. The MNEs are interested in research cooperation agreements, technical cooperation agreements or commercial agreements with technical assistance with startups, SMEs or research institutes. Deadline of the call: 19 Feb 2021.

A Spanish entity is looking for innovative technologies that ensure the survival of vegetation in harsh climate conditions

A Spanish local entity has started to build a green belt using degraded, abandoned lots of land. No trees are left and the replantation is a challenge due to the harsh climate conditions. The increasing heat during summer months demands specific technologies for the newly planted trees to survive. The entity is looking for commercial agreements with technical assistance for the implementation of technologies that allow the survival of vegetation in extreme heat conditions.  

>>> more
DUE TO CURRENT COVID - 19 SITUATION
WE ARE WORKING ON REMOTE BASIS.
PLEASE CONTACT US VIA EMAIL!